In the Internet of Things (loT), devices and gateways may be equi pp ed with multi p le, heterogeneous network interfaces which should be utilized by a large number of services. In this work, we model the p roblem of assigning services' resource demands to a device's heterogeneous interfaces and give a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) formulation for it. For meaningful instance sizes the MILP model gives o p timal solutions
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the Internet of Things, resource-constrained devices may be called to provide an unpredictable set of services. Recent architectural frameworks (see e.g. [1, 2] and the ref erences therein) call for de-verticalization of solutions, with applications being developed, independently of the end devices which may be anything from a sensor to the latest smartphone. This heterogeneity of devices and resources they provide to developing loT applications is at the core of our work.
We focus on loT networking devices having multiple, different interfaces, each of which has access to a collection of finite heterogeneous resources such as downlink data rate, buffer space, CPU interrupts, and so forth. We also consider that each service is characterized by a set of demands that can be served by the resources available on one device's interfaces. Assuming a middleware has already assigned a service onto a given device, in this work we address the problem of flexibly mapping the service resource demands onto the interfaces of that device. The flexibility of the services lies on the assumption that a demand may be served by more than one of the available interfaces, in case the available resource does not suffice, or the cost of utilizing resources over different physical interfaces proves beneficial. The derived mapping can be viewed as a new virtual interface, with a one-to-one mapping of services to such dedicated virtual interfaces.
In general, such multi-resource allocation problems cannot be turned into single-resource ones by interchanging different resources: clearly a demand for downlink data rate cannot be exchanged with transmit buffer space. However, current literature mostly addresses such multi-resource problems, as such as scheduling jobs, often as a single-resource problem (e.g., the Hadoop and Dryad schedulers). Interface virtualiza tion standards on the other hand deal only with same type of interfaces. Our work here presents a mixed-integer linear programming formulation of the problem of assigning services 978-1-4673-7131-5/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 99
to heterogeneous interfaces with different resources. Although, the problem is computationally hard, for reasonable instance sizes, with respect to number of interfaces, types of resources, and services, optimal solutions can be derived. Initial results outline the role of different costs in the resulting flexibility of the service splitting over different interfaces.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPTIMIZATION MODEL
We consider a set I of i interfaces, which are characterized by a set K of k resources associated with them (for example CPU cycles, downlink capacity, buffer size). Each interface has a K -dimensioned resources availability integer vector bi. We assume that each service j E J is associated a K-dimensioned demand integer vector dj. We consider the case in which services are flexible and can utilize resources of different interfaces, with appropriate costs to model the job management overheads that will be imposed upon the operating system of the device carrying the interfaces. We finally make the assumption that the given assignment is a feasible one, i.e. Lj E.:T djk :s: Li EI bik. Our goal is to assign all services to the physical interfaces, minimizing their total utilization and activation cost. We call this the Service-to Interface Assignment (SIA) problem.
We provide our MILP formulation below. Integer variable Xijk denotes the for the amount of the k-th resource of the i-th interface utilized by job j. We consider these values to be integer like the ones in the demands vectors. We denote Cik the per-unit cost to utilize resource k on interface i, while with Fi the activation cost of interface i. We also assume that each job j incurs an overhead on the resource it utilizes, which may vary by interfaces in order to capture MAC and PHY layer realities, this is denoted aijk. Thus, our model amounts to:
min. 
(3) (4)
Where the objective of (1) is to minimize the total cost of two terms: the first aims to capture the total cost incurred by the utilization of the resources over heterogeneous interfaces, the second term captures the cost introduced by splitting the service over multiple interfaces, since with each additional interface utilizing the overall cost is encumbered by another F -term. The set of constraints in (2) ensures that all services demands are met, while the constraints of (3) ensure that the service allocation will be performed on interfaces with avail able resources. In (5) the :n.(-) symbol denotes the indication function, becoming one if the argument is true, zero otherwise, thus, ACTij is one if and only if there is at least one resource utilizing interface i for service j. We hold a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem. The SIA is NP-Complete.
III. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS
We performed several sets of simulations in Matlab to assess the cost and the number of splits for instances of three to ten services using different configuration of interfaces' costs and capacities as well as services' demands.
Note that in this early presentation of our work, interfaces' capacities were adequate to provide an optimal solution for each optimization problem. When this doesn't hold true, this problem will entail jobs' scheduling issues. Interfaces' utiliza tion costs (Cik'S) were constant throughout the experiments and chosen such that they are not uniform among interfaces. However, the activation costs of the interfaces (F/s) were tuned in order to reflect the effect they may have splitting the services among several interfaces.
Services' demands were chosen from three different classes to model the fact that they are not considerably arbitrary. Three sets of simulation setups were considered with the intention of modeling different sets that may arise in practice. The first two sets consisted only of low and high requirements demands respectively, whilst the third one was comprised of a mixture of demands requirements, which were chosen randomly. In this case, we ran the experiments 1000 times and averaged to evaluate the quantities of interest. Additionally, we tried three different activation costs for the random demands set.
A. Total Cost
The plots reflect the fact that the higher the activation cost (Fi), the more expensive it is to split. The optimal costs for different set of services are depicted in Fig. 1 .
If the activation cost is much higher than the cost of the interfaces, then the optimal total cost is higher in the case of services of random requirements than in the case of high demands services (with low activation cost).
Having mixed activation costs yields an optimal cost close to that of high demands services, because the latter cause more splits (see Fig. 2 ) while the former has at most one job split on average.
A general remark on cost is that a less gradual increase in the optimal cost appears, when less splits will happen while the services increase simultaneously. For example, this is the case six or more random demands services are assigned to interfaces with low activation cost.
B. Number of splits
When the activation cost (Fi) is high in comparison to the utilization cost of the interfaces, less splits of services among interfaces happen. For instance, in Fig. 2 services of random requirements with high activation cost split at most once on average. On the other hand, when the activation cost is low (compared to the utilization cost) more splits occur.
Low requirements services split more than any other case to exploit the inexpensive (with regard to activation cost) interfaces. More splits happen as services increase.
However, this is not the case regarding high demands services. More than six services cause a split less. The increase of splits for the case of nine and ten services can be attributed to the chosen interfaces' capacities -a split more is necessary to accommodate the demands of the extra served jobs.
